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TRAINING SESSION

Turning & Shooting Warm-Up

Receiving to Turn

Shooting

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

10:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To improve players' technical ability to receive, turn and get a shot off.

Description

SET-UP: Two cones 20 yards apart, with one cone in between the two. One player starts centrally. PLAY: Central

player checks away then off at an angle to receive side-on. Pass is played into feet, receive with far foot, set

with sole, strike to opposite line. PROGRESSION: Central player now receives back to goal, uses 2nd touch to turn,

3rd touch to strike across. PROGRESSION: Central player receives back to goal, uses 1st touch to turn out, 2nd

touch to strike. PROGRESSION: Central player bounces pass back, shows wide, receives side-on, sets with sole and

strikes across.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Check away first then towards ball; sharp movementsBody position - side on if turning, shielding position

if man on1st touch - inside, sole, outside; ankle lockedBody weight to throw off or feel for defenderTechnical

strike - ankle locked, follow through towards targetTACTICAL:Check your shoulderTurning vs. playing back to passer

- no pressure? pressure too tight? defender in good pressing position?
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TRAINING SESSION

2v1 Back to Goal + GK

Receiving to Turn

Finishing Final Third

Shooting

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

12:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To improve players ability to turn and shoot in a 2v1 situation.

Description

SET-UP: Play on half of the court with a GK in goal. Player A starts with the ball, and is on endline between goal

and corner. Player B starts at the half line across from player A. Player C starts at center court. PLAY: Player A

dribbles to a cone 6 yards out and performs a move before passing to player B. Player B makes a run into a cone

then checks off to receive pass from Player A. Player C sprints to the top of the penalty area before receiving a

pass from Player B. Player A now PASSIVELY defends B  C in a 2v1 to goal. Players rotate from position A to B, B to

C, and C back to A. PROGRESSION: Player A defends live and can cut out pass into Player C.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Sharp movement from attacking playersPasses on target into feetGood technical turns - inside, outside,

soleTechnical strikes, ankle locked, follow through to target - inside or lacesTACTICAL:Can players recognize what

is on? Defender off - turn and shoot; defender too tight - can I spin him?; defender in good position, can I

lay-off or create a shot for my teammate?Movement of attacking players to create space to shoot - dynamic or

predictable?Shooting across the frame to create rebound or back door opportunities
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TRAINING SESSION

3v2 Transition Game to 2 Goals

Receiving to Turn

Counter Attacking

Finishing Final Third

Shooting

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To create opportunities for players to make decisions about turning while in the match. To improve players ability

to create shooting chances with a numerical advantage. To introduce match-like situations with a counter attacking

aspect where we can apply decision making regarding turning and shooting.

Description

SET-UP: Use the whole court (roughly a 40x25 yard space). Goals and GKs are used at both ends. Team 1 starts 3v2 on

the field with one attacker as a high target. 1-2 extra attackers start off the field at the half line for both

teams. All other players for both teams start on the endline with extra balls. PLAY: Play starts with a pass into

the high attacker in the 3v2. They attack and try to score on the big goal. The shooting player rotates off to the

extra attacker line. The remaining two players from Team 1 stay on to defend, while a new Team 2 player starts play

with a ball into an extra attacker who comes on from the half line. The Team 2 player closest to goal rotates off.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Passes into feetWhen turning - touches close to body to protect ball from defenders (On top of the ball

if necessary!)Decisive movement off of the ballGood, technical strikes, inside or outsideTACTICAL:Can attacker get

turned and put pressure on defenders?Movement to unbalance the defendersCan we transition quickly before defenders

are set to create more shooting opportunities?Where do the attackers come on - are they showing in good space with

a line of sight, or hiding behind defenders?Shooting decisions - which surface?, across the face of goal, bets

shooting option
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TRAINING SESSION

4v4 + GKs

1v1 Defending

Defending Principles

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To provide ample opportunities for defending in 1v1 situations, while in the context of a small sided game.

Description

Teams play 4v4 + GKs. A tackle that results in maintaining possession means that the player who lost possession

must step off until a goal is scored or the ball goes out of play. Play until one team scores, or for 2 minutes,

then rotate teams. COMPETE! Keep track of goals - 2 points for scoring while being a player up. 1 point for scoring

during even play.

Key Points

Are players applying the right pressure based on the situation?High press if we have good defensive numbers and

shape.Delay and try to dictate direction of play if we are numbers down.Areas of the field - are we defending high

up versus close to our own goal?Communication, communication, communication!Defensive effort and energy!
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